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Andrew Persinko
Deputy Director
Environmental & Performance Assesssfnent Directorate
Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection
Office of Federal & State Materials & Environmental Managcmefit Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T-8-F-5
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Andrew Persinko,
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On behalf of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Forum's (LLW Forum) Disused Sources
Working Group ((DSWG), please accept the attached 'comments on the 'U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Draft, Branch Technical Position on Confcentration
Averaging and Encapsulation (Draft CA BTP).

The LLW Forum formed the'DSWG in September 2011 at the request of and with
financial support fromn the Natiornal 'Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). The
purpose of the Wvorking group' is to study' issues related to the management arnd
disposition of sealed sources, 'using a h6listic approach that considers both the front-end
and.back-end, .and. to, develop a. list of potential action items and recommendations to
address the issues. The working group'is composed of eight (8) members representing
New York, TYxas, Utah, Washington, Atalatic Compact," Midwe,,st" CoI ompact, Rocky
Mountain Compiact, and Southeast Compact. .

Due to the potential impact'of the Draft CA BTP to significantlyinciease the disposal of'
sealed sources, the DSWG'n'members undertook a comprehensive review of the Diaft CA.
BTP to develop comments for consideratiori by the NRC in advance of publication of the'
document for stakeholder comment on May 31, 2Q12. ;;.

Given the role of the sited states in: regulating low-level radioactive waste, disposal
facilities, DSWG members relied h1eavily. uplon input from representatives of thc 'four
sited states of South Carolina, Texas. Utah and Washington in conducting.its review .of
all elements of the Draft CA BTP'.
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On February 8-9, 2012, the DSWG met in Dallas, Texas to review the document 'and
associated comments. Tv'o representatives from NRC participated in the meeting as did
officials froim NNSA and all- four sited states. Afler a day and a half of detailed
presentations and discussion, the DSWG finalized'the afttached comments on the Draft
CA BTP for cohisiderationi by the NRC."

On behalf of the DSWG, I want. to thank the NRC--,including, in particular, James
Kennedy and Christianme. Ridge-:foir their ýissistance: during, our review of the Draft CA
BTP and for the agency's consideration of theDSWG's commernts. We believe this is an
important document that h&; potentially significant impacts onm the disposal of-seaded
sources and other low-level ridactive wastes and we sincerely appreciate t:'he
opportunity to provide the attached feedback and comimeint.s.

If you have questions or reqtuire additional information, pleasefeel free to conltact Todd
9. Lovinger, E'sq<-the DSWG's Management Contractor--ai (202), 265 -7"990 or at
LLW'Forumlnc daol.eodm.':£

Regards, g. .

Leonard C. Slosky
Chair of the LLW Forum's Disused Sources Working Group
Executiv,e Director of the Rocky Mountain LLRW Board

Enclosure

cc Larry Camper, Division of Waste Management & Environmental Protection,
Office, of Federal & State Materials & Environmental Management Programs,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

James Kennedy, Division of Waste Management,& Environmental Protection,
Office of Federal & Slate Materials & Environmental Management Programs,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission '' ' .

Christianne'ddge;,Division of Waste Management & Environmental Protection,
OfficeofFederal &'Slate Materials &Enivironfmental Management Programs,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory-Commission

GregorySuber, Division o'f Waste Management & Environmental Protection,
Officeof Federal & State Materials & Environmental Management Programs,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission - •



Sited State Comments

A. Increase in Scaled Source Activity

1I Andrews: It is unknown what the implicatioris of the, signiflicant increases for
scaled sourcedisposal will be in Texas. The'pressure for Texas to open, up sealed
source disposal to. allow for these increases, as well as alternative disposal of even
larger sources, is already evident. It is difficult to make such a shift to increase
sealed source'disposl 'at this critical time in just.approaching opening of the
Texas disposal facility, with the immediate consideration and review of intrusion
scenarios that are less restrictive.

,2. Barnwell: This revision would have minimal effect on disposals at the Barnwell
Disposal Facilit\. TIhe, license reqUirements jfor sealed source disposal at
Barnxell arc moi•e stiringeit thant thle 1995 13P. ['or example, th licens'limit
disposal-of seaiedsouirceu conatiafing any Table 2,'radionu'clide (ii'iclidig C(s'-137 I
aiid Co-60) totia'maximurn acivity of l0 Ci per container. Variances up to th:e
limit of the 1995)ý B IP nmay be a.pproved on a ease-by-case basis. A variance
allowing dlsposal OfIunhliited activity of Co760 and uIp to' 130 C1iofCs- 137
would be at leaist I ;i limcs the c'urrenit. license limit as opposed to 3tiMes the lim1t1.1L
There are no plans to amendm this condition of the license..

3. Barnwell: Increasing the maximum activity for Co-60 (tilimited) &Cs-137 (130
Ci) that may be encapsulated inito'a~single package incrteases the associated close
rates. The increased dose rates will likely change the handling of the sources by
workers (generators. processors, shippers, disposal operations) in order to
maintain doses ALARA. Also in order to meet the DOT requirements, these -:-
en6apsulatdd sources will likely require additional or more robust shielding for-
the associateddose rates.

4. Barnwell: Such an increase would also incrchse disposal, site inventory which "
could affect a disposal f'acility's ability to meet pertormance objectives depenfding
on total activity received. ' .

5. Barnwell: Disposal fees and taxes at the B3arnwell Disposal Facility are based,6ni
volume, not act'iviy. An increase in the maximum activity for sealedsourcesper
container would mean more source term for the Disposal. Facility., wvith no
corresponding increase in funds'for long-terrm care at'the facility.

6; Clive: TheLI IRW cla.ýs'ificatio6'systen1m(Class A.11B, C concefitrations) is based
on-protection of the inadvertent intruderat 100. 300.0r 500 vai' after waste
disposal., 'ic)98" NRC Final IlSl was abkl'to eliminate certain intruder .

scenarios on the:basis tt if ftture excavation exposed a druin f'waste; the
initruder would recognize it as artificial. The 1995 NRC Concefitration Averiaging
WITl'!' built on tiis in•truder scenario by assuming a Cs-137 sealed so'urce(30 Ci)
was centered in a 55-`gallo0 di'uin and encased with cement grout at the tinc,,te
disposal. In the 1995 13P, . the NRC made several'other assurnptions, including:
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. 500 years of time'Ila psed betore eIcavatxio J discovery,
1 T.Ihe drum II\mI d1b p Ih'sIall intact on discovery,

. . lrfuml would producean acepl contact, dose rate.%0.2 mR/hr. which
i scomp"liain wih curric NRC de mi soioInfng -tles ur unrestricted

• -•? ', " areas:.. .anda7 ••:"... ,..v (•i:

S1The drum would notlbeil bc ariaed to wsIlmOne's residenlce eft orntinuid
es x p oeai'isource

We are concerned about the dramatic increase in)the allowed sealdsc e
:concenltrationliit, clg.im:fn, 310 Ci lo 1'ý3 Ci for ('s;3-.•I While ýýwe rcckýgnii
that the August, 2011 d'aflt BTi P was based on(a icarry-away" scenario it is
tunclearh ho% ager sealed soummo.nc ¢Oientration limit could be derived, Liven.l
th t -,; : i. " - : - . . . . .- .... .".

I less Shieldingt" Pre•s•e•t considering short term direct Skill cmntat:1 with
the source (and not the drlm) lor41 houIs while in transit t0 the residence,
and for the lone t pur s dns e inerveningaerials(less-
thaIn ementi) to shield the intruder hilc inside hiSi he 1 t residece.
, ireater Exposure i nIe MI.. in. d ihatno thetfi %intfudwould reside in the
....khome for about 16 hours/,day fotr may cas, and noit 8-h ,urs duing a L ....
t ) i emporary ,xcavtio proIjc ct I.

AdditionaIl Xplaiatio M a1nd justificiation mseams warran(ed t ddress thIcinreascd
sI37 seatledo• ýsoucu concentratioin im "it. Carflkcoordinationl is alsoi needd to(,

ensure the back-calculations are consistent wýith the infadvertent hitru•ie•:r scena}irio.

7.. Clive: Sealed sources Larela M onerin in that they generallYc constitute laIrý4c
actiity. smallvoii0Ume soircs of ratdioacti'vity, and tii's appecr2 to) c:onlflict with
the original m iss•o• ald ptrpose of the C ive ac ility (large vo ume, kmw activ ity.
Thus, increased Class A act'vity limits resulting from the proposed sealed source
disposal havei to potential to be in conflict with Chlive'Cs original missioi, and
deserve careful considerattion.Rcvieex of the.. itoric NRC findin'gs ot sealed
sources is ialso in order. In the 1981 NRC DEIS the inadvertent intruder analsis
concltuded thatehlintintion of sealed sources hfrom LtJRW classiilcatn would
resutt in a decrease of dose on the order olfonore thain2-orders magntude.

8. ( Clive: 'I he CAI B 1Pincreases the makXimum alctiyity allowed ia scaled I sourice
f.. ,I-or more thanl I nucide at the time of encapsulation ior land disposal as shown
.lAs can be seen in Table .the CAF 1Hproposcs no changes in actiiin

fur.the non-gama emitting nticlide;s ,Inontijsi, changes areproposed fil: h1
gamma emitters. :

The decrease in the Class A limiit fJur Co-- (700 1t 140 Ci) appjears to be driyer I
by the newo carry-awa% intruder scenaro whereI NRC staff atsutned wahere the
intruder-Comies-into intimatiel 1 a contcwith ithe- caddedoi sourfe 10-0 y)ear aýlfter
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disposal. The removal of any activity limit for Class B or C waste, appears'tobe
largely driven by the isotope's short half-life (5.27 years) and the longer decay,
time assumed before intruder contact, i.e., .300 and 500 years, respectively; made
possible by an! assumed lengthy'delay for intrusion.

The activity limit' increase proposed for Cs-137/Ba-137m for all classes appears to.
be the product of the same "carry-away" intruder scenario, and .related
assumptions. No changes were proposed for Nb-94.

9. Clive: All ofthese proposed NRC class limits are based on the assumption ýthat
the cladded source remains physically intact and sealed for 100, 300, and 500
years, respectively. Given the saline soils and groundwater at the Clive site.It is
difficult to conceiwve this would be the case. Hence, the NRC assumptions behind
the proposed sealed sources activity limits for gamma enmitters appear to be better
suited for land dispo4al in WWashiigton,.Texas, and South Carolina.1ndt Clive,
Utah.

10. Working Group: Sted state stakeholders could challenge thiesignificat iiicrease
in the sealed-source activity limits, which are'based on a new intrusion scenario
that is less restrictive.

11. Working Group: Since there are a limited number ofCs source a more prudent
approach may be to encapsulate and store lbr decay to a much lower activity than
130 Ci,

12. Working Group: The BTP should clearly make a statement against the"
destruction of sealed source in order to meet the blending definition and
requirements.

B. Blending

1. ' Andrews: Blending is still an unresolved issue with a Texas rile/policy against
reclassification of waste due to the intentional, mixing for any purpose. When the
Texas rule was put in place decades ago, there was no distinction between dilution
and blending, as NRC is making now. With BTP as guidance, it is assumed that
the 'state's compatibility 'with blending will come into play with the rulemaking.
and not this BTP.

2. Andrews: The foolnote on avoidingextreme measures to lowerwaste
clasgification misses the markof 'providing necessary guidance.. The'fIootnote Was
added in reesponsc to comnnient but does:' not provide guidanc as to how• this imight
be implemented.

3. 'Barnwell: The allowance for blencding waste is not expected to have a practical
effect on disposal at the Barnwell Disposal Facility. Facility-opertations are such
that all classes of waste (A,1 B, and C) are disposed in a manner thlat meets
disposal requirements for Class C waste. State regulation requires thfe use of
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vaults for all classes of waste. The vaults fuinction as an engineered intruder
barrier and also provide structural stability. Disposal, site criteria requires that
Class A waste that has a concentratiqn greater than I microCi/cc of any
radionuclide with a V, life greater than 5 years is' required to be stabilized
(typically by solidification or use of a high integrity container). This waste is
referred to as Class A Stable. Class A waste not requiring stabilization is referred
to as Class A Unstable. The Disposal Site Criteria prohibits acceptanceof
absorbed liquids regardless of waste classification. All liqLuids.must bes'olidified.
(Incidental liquids are allowed tip to I percent of the waste volume f6r stabilized
waste and up to 0.5".%o waste volume lor waste.that is not stabilized.) ; Furthermore.
all waste (other than irradiated hardware components) regardless of waste class is
now disposed of in the same trench and is only segregated by placement in
different vaults.

4. Hanford: What kind of "mixtures" will be produced under this CA BTP (if
adopted as is)'? Suggest you add what mixtures (e.g., Class B/C resins mixed with
Class A) are anticipated to the BTP.

5. Hanford: In Section 3.2.2 (page 11), the BTP says approval to blend dissimilar.
flowable waste streams should be handled on a case-by-case basis. In this vein., I
suspect generators Will blend Class B ion exchange resins and slightly
contaminated Class A soil-like material to maximize the load/minimize voids and
reduce disposal expense. Will this layer blending increase the risk to the
inadvertent intruder?

C. -Absorbed Liquids

I. Andrews; The Texas license does not specifically prohibit absorbed liquids,
although it is a topic of discussion. Since Texas might be alone in allowing
absorbed liquids (with other sites prohibiting), there should be some discussion of
how long sorption can be relied upon in NRC analysis where thepossible

".presence of free-liquids in the future could impact the'analysis.

2. 13arnwell: lThe B3arnwell Disposal Site Criteria requires thatiall iquids ml'ust be
solidified.

3. Hanford: Why are "absorbed" liquids still mentioned in th'e B I' l)oes any site
still dispose of sorbed (onto an approved agent) liquids?, Ibelieve thle disposal
facilities require solidification or stabilization of liquids.

D. Factor o4f1 0

I Andrews: This elimination relies on hotspot detection that will be difficuLlt to
. practically accomplish in many cases. This provides another disconneict betw,\,een

the mostly state regulation and inspection at the point of waste generatirOl
processing and the implications for the regulation at thedisposal sites. TFhere are

- both pradtical and perception 'issus for the implementation of this pai-t of:• ITP.
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2..'-! Andrews:. It is difficult to foresee impacts of this change at thlis Critical time in
"just appro---- aching opening 01 the Texals disposal facility. TIhi( Smltinight be an area
that the ,sited states Aould want to keep the factor of It0 (as BHanwell has in its
license). What!are the implications f& sited states-initaking this approach as far

"'as the differences between thle draft BTP and say using the Rule o Oat 1
lBamnwell'? Knowing the practical implications for Class B &- CUwa diSposal is

Iimporlant,l fr the policy considerations for possible implementation1of this

i3. Barwell: Iihe Disposal Site Criteria implements the Barnwcll Rule of 10. Ihe
.Barnwell RUle of 10 is used.to compare whole irradiated components lor
acceptability in blending waste Within eifch pac'kagei to met lthe Class C
concentration limits. The Barnwell Rule of 10 musT be Satisfied inl ddition to" r:•{cqUiretn{nts in the 1995 .B31',. , :< " •.i(" i .. ,

4 ", ýBarnwll: In additi6n totihe 1995 BIP aid revised BTP reqttiremenýs, the
arncBirm ll Ruleof 10 requires that all comnponents of the samre'tpe musthave 10

C' R, Ptart'61, Fable I and '1able 1i sums of the fractions itihin a facitor of 10.
Likewise, components ofdifferent typestmust have averaged batih Table I and
'fable II sums of tle fiactions ithin a' actor o1i 10

5.' Barnwcll: It is SC DIIEC's undersfanding that all NRC licenSees have agreed to
adhere to the Barnwell Rule of 0 Owh'en classifying l hardware shipments for
disposal at the Barnwell Dksposal Fachility.

6. B~irnwell: The new\ BT P may allow a few additional pieces of hardware (of
hi.-hgher conicenration) to be disposed compared to currentguidaMe Ibut the efilet
is expected to be minimal compared tothe continue'd adherene to the Barlwell
Rule Of 10.

7,: Barnwel1 'Factor of 10 in determining wvaste homogeneity (hotspots-shoukd notbe
greater than 10 tmes the class limit I'i determining homogcneity).s'diferent than
F tactor olf 101. frlassifying hard\re and othler t•ps-i $ asteI it appears as
: 1..thouth I X and WA comments are about hotspots and thefSC comment is abott
- * -hardware classificatino. -

-8. Ci.ve:. This is a more com plexc elsSiihcation process and dfoitg away wilth eh-
' tactor o 10 Rule and substituttig instead a 2 page)4, 13 stp decsion teC aIdds
fmore complexity to waste clasiIication, and provides more opportuiities toI"r
generators to err It also0 pkaces more burden for gceneraor State regultrs to
inspect waste treantent and classification. it,

9. "itanford: In Section 32.1,. pagel 10,.last paragraph, h•itspot dseection is discussed:
11.. ls detection done'1? "ifsee" s to be a key assuImptin in the phraseL I tit Its

deteced il a container, .. A ls*o, hoow would you know if if is less.than or greater
S than1 10 times thei class iimi'?.
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10. Hanford: It is not uncommon to find a hotspot onthe outside of a disposal
package. What additional measurements.(page I last paragraph of Section
.3.2.1) should be made on the disposal packagi to confirm its waste class?
Perhaps an example and further explanation would be helpful. At the Washington
LLRW disposal facility, the state's inspector could pertbrm an internal package
inspection to identify the reason for any "hot spot" 'if health physics calculations
indicated high activity levels.-

E. BWP as Guidance

Andrews: The BTP seems be to the precursor to rulemaking in many areas.
Although the BTP added a sentence in the introduction in response to comment
that it is expected that Agreement States that regulate processing and those that
regulate disposal "would consult one another", this is the only reference to how
this will be applied across the states. Without NRC leading the w'ay to foster this
.approach, the staterhent fills short of having any impact. This passive approach
leaves the disconnect that currently exists fully intact related to classification of
waste and regulation of that waste from the handling/processing licensee to the
disposal licensee.

2. . Barnwell: L.,anguage in the Disposal Site Criteria (a procedure, tied to the license)

states "all customers shipping radwaste material to ihe.Barnwell Site shall comply
with the US NIRC Branch Technical Position on Concentration Averaging and

Encapsulation, dated 1/17/95". The Disposal Facility License is currently under
appeal and has been since 2004. While the Disposal Site Criteria could be revised
to reflect the new W3IT without amending the license, it is a decision that will'be
carefully considered. 'Since the appeal, the license lias only been'amended to
incorporate more stringent requirements and minor or administrative changes. If
the perception is that the new l3 TP is less stringent, its adoption prior to a final
decision on the appeal, may be of concern. Use of the\,eWBTPwould be
expected toY have minimal impact on disposal at the Bsrnm ell Disp"sal Facility as
disposal'ut limited to generators in the three'stat(s: ofothe'Atla'nrtic Coinpact.

,(Conniecticut.'New Jersey and South Carolina). ýAlsoas described there are
several additional site specific requirements that furthetr lmit the effect of
increased disposal' options affbrded'by the ne;"r B'I Pr

3. ie: The ACRS stated that the CAF 131BPscaled source intruder scenario was

overly conservative, did not recognize the depth of bu)rial; and'that'the "'carry-,
away" scenario ~had already been ruled unlikellx inithI Final E1S:,'Further, they

concluded that the most appropriate scenario lbr sealed'source disposal was the
"discov•ry-scenario" in the 1982 Final EIS; which is actUally an abbreviated
version-of thiedwelling constrtictiontscenarii from tihe I1981-DEIS, In this 1981
scenario, ýexcvation workers recognize the wasie form is artificial•and stop
•digging. This assumCs the drum and encapsulation matri\' remain intact. It also'
denies thehabitation'/ agriculture scenario from ever• happ•ening.
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The ACRS also xvent on to say: t.. i'he qae ofuos_ erly conm vrvatizc scenarios "1br
inadvertent intrusion into presumably abandoned, unmnarked, and unsecured
LL• W disposal facilities can change the Jbcusofthefaciliiy design firon the
protection of the health and safety, a/the public during ttie period of operation of
the facility (and a reasonable period thereafier), to the protection of hypothetical
intrutdersv many thoutsands of years in the future. ' Unfortunately, the ACRS

eprov.ided no definition of what it considered a "reasonabe1 perioXd' after disposal.

At the root of the discussion, it appears the ACRS prefers NRC use a short period
of performance, in that they envision the drum and, encapsulation matrix is intact.
allowing the intruder to easily recognize the waste form is'artificial, and prevent
exposure, In contrast, N RC staff appears to 'view the problem in terms of"deep
time", and acknowledge the shortcomings in the 1981IDEIS, 1982 FEIS in that
the 10 CFR classification system is flawed, as Ft11oows'
* Short Lived Waste Assumption - that LLRW will experience significant

decay in' 100 (Class A). 300 (Class B), and 500 years (Class C) after
disposal. Unfortunately, the current NRC rulefails to acknowledge long-
lived isotopes, known to exist in LLRW and power plant wastes,. e.g., Tc-
99 (half-live 211,000 years). that~will not significantly decay in 500

"years 'or les.
* ,,Opposite Behavior of Depleted Uranium - where long term ingrowth of

decay products increase the risk to the public. This was the mission the
NRC staff were charged with by'the Commission, as a means to reconcile
the Louisiana Energy Services 'lawsuit.

So a disparity exists between the NRC staff and the ACRS. that is critical to
reconcile befbre any final NRC rule is revised, adopjted. and, final guidance issued.
From the ACRS letter, it appears the advisory group prefers a shorter 1,000 year
period of performance (POPl) as is the ease with current DOE policy for waste
disposal. In cbntrast, longer time periods are being consid•eed by NRC staff in
response to SECY-08-0147.

4. Clive: The CAE I TP, Section 3.8 describes how'the'new guidance will allow an
off-lramp to the proposed CAE BTP decision tree: largely based on disposal site
PA'results and. intruder analysis. This "off-ramp" is consistent with the current
alternative waste classification / characteristics requirements found in 10 CFR
61.58." How&ver, one Would expect that in 1982 when 1.0 CFR 61.58 was framed,
it was anticipated that when an alternative was, proposed, it Would be subject to

public notice and comment. flowever, giveni now'that,proposed "'off-ramp" is in
guidance, which is niot mandatory for an Agreement State to follow, a potential
situation could exist where either the generator or disposal State'(or both) could
make a change to a license, without public participation. Under these
circumnstances, the public would be denied the opportunity to comment.
Inversely, ifa adisposal site PA / intruder analysis is'aLpproved by a sited State, and
forhis' the basis for waste packaging / classification in a generator State, does or
will'this compel the 'generator State to undergo a public comment period'?
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5. Clive: As laid out in the drafit CAE BTP the first test in the CAE BTP guidance in
process is to ask if the waste is "homogeneous or a mixture of items". NRC
describes homogeneous waste as (CAE BTP, pp. 5, 9-10):
" Solidified or absorbed liquids,
" Spent ion exchange (IX) resins, filter media, evaporator bottom

concentrates, ash, contaminated soil, and
" Dry Active Waste (DAW), and
" With regard to the "items", that might be mixed into I.,RW or are not

hornogeneous, the NRC CAE BTP (p. 5) mentions:
o Activated metals (e.g. tools, equipment, large objects, etc.),
o Contaminated materials,
o Spent cartridge filtcrs, and
o Scaled sources.

It is clear that the new NRC guidance addresses a very wide range of LLRW
waste types. Examination of these waste types in context of the 1981 NRC Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and the 1982 Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) provides some very interesting information. With the
exception of "contaminated materials", all of the waste types discussed in the
draft CAE BTP were considered in the 1981 NRC DEIS.

6. Hanford: In Section 3.9, under the Likelihood of Intrusion section, discussion
allows a probability of intrusion less than one. With Washington's I..LRW
disposal site on federal government land, what documentation is needed to use a
probability of intrusion less than one in a site-specific performance assessment?

F. Benefit to Specific Waste Generators

Andrews: It appears the focused is on changes for larger commercial sealed
source disposal in sited states. The scope of this issue should not solely focus on
the back-end disposal remedy. If front-end issues are not also addressed in
recognition of their impact to future available options, the problem will not be
solved.

2. Clive: Larger scaled source owners will benefit from the new guidance, and not
disposal States. CAE BTP Figure I flowchart shows how "coffee cup" sized
items with certain activity levels are separated from the waste form, and then
undergo another series of tests. In turn, the NRC Figure 2 tests allow "coffee
cup" sized items to be diluted by encapsulation and averaging over a larger
volume container. This dilution provides a potential for generators to segregate
small items with elevated activity and down-grade their classification. Taken to
an extreme, GTCC equivalent material could be downgraded to Class C, or Class
B/C equivalent materials could become Class A. This potentially would benefit
generators with GTCC sources or who are mandated by lawv to manage GTCC
waste.
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3. Barnwell: The current Barnwell disposal facility license is more stringent than
the 1995 BIT with regards to sealed source activity. Disposal is limited to 10 Ci
per container without special approval. Currently in SC, there are only three
.licensed Cs-137 sources greater than 10 Ci. '[here is one licensed source between

0i.and 30Ci0, one betwcen 30 and 130 Ci. and one that isgreater than 130 Ci.
1: ' i first to,"would Irequire special approvtal for disposal at •armwell even under

,:• ~ ~ th .- t icy} : l'e'ne BTP. (We ha\,enot :ll:3ieeciq info'nnalion from C:onne•cticut and New

J- ersey-the other states-in the Atlantic Compact.) What is expected to be the
,impact to sited states as far as number of sources that potietially rmay be disposed
based on the new guidance compared to the current? Ifit is a small number,
could these be approved on a case-by-case basisý instead?

G. Homogeneous/ Similar Type Material

I .. Clive: The NRC flowchart (CAE BTP Figure 1) outlines the new classification
process, and shows the least scrutiny is given LLRW that.is homogeneous and of
similartype. Spent ion exchange resins at nuclear power plants certainly meet
these criteria. Asa result, generator States with nuclear power plants have a more
streamlinimtd pro:ess and will benefit more than other LLRW generators.

I.L Performane.Assessment

1. Barnwell: " he cun.ent PA lor thd Barnwell Facility tookseVeral years to
complete. After discussions with NRC, SC DIHEC convened.a Blue Ribbon Panel
of experts to provide a third party review of the "Environmental Radiological

Perfornance Verification" submitted by the disposal facility., SC Il)HEC
monetarily compensated the panel for their review.: Costs were in the ballpark of
$25,000. Would NRC be willing to assist states in the review of ftiure
performance assessments either by providing funding for such third party reviews
or providing staff support? Increases in license fees to pay for such reviews are
not likely to be approved with the current economic cnvironment.

2. Working Groupi: ý Sited~state stakeholders could challenge the new performance
assessment's (PA) vgeneric exposure scenarios for b ginL too conservative or not

'conservative: enough.

3. Working Group: Since it references the proposed, site specific analysis

rulemaking,'sited states may need to redo their PAs, using the scenarios described
in the BTP'l.

Alternative Approaches

Andrews: Although NRC has opened tIp these alternative options in the revised
13l', it does.not address the underlying reasons.why sitedstates have not taken

, these consideratios tup to this point. By" less reliance on standardacceptance
criteria approved by sited state regulators, there is a level of confidence given to
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the abilities and resources available to every waste generator/processor shipping
for disposal. For sited states, these are licensed entities which they largely do not
regulate nor have impact over waste handling and classification decisions.

2. Barnweil: In general, the allowance lor the use of alternative approaches can be

positive for regulators. Regulations/guidance thatare too specific and too rigid
,arc rii'easily, adaptable to unforeseen/unique situations'. For example, the EPA's
hazardous waste regulations are very prescriptive making it difficul to find
solutions to complex problems at some facilities. It can be helpful to have the
option of another approach in some situationsiwhere the beniefits for clean-up,
decomniissioning, ALARA, etc. outweigh the other factors b6eing considered and
prov\ide the same or greater protection ot'ihe environmenthealth of the
ýtitc epublic' -

3.. Clive: Alternativeapproaches ofl-ramp provided on NRC Figure 1, allows a
generator to classify waste on the bais of thie diskposal site's performance
assessment (PA) model analysis (also see, CAE BAITP pp. 2?023). This is a direct
benefit to generators, in that provides an "'off-ramp- for generators to avoid
followinigthe'proposed classification criteria on"NRC igdrds I and 2. It also
opens the door for variability in its application on a slate/by-state basis..

4. Clive: Use of PA model analysis for alternative approaches has the potential to
exploit.aii inherent disconnect between host States and generator States. If this
"off-ramp" is used, host States will need to develop detailed Waste Acceptance
Criteria (-WAC) to ensure that generators properly prepare, package and ship their
waste to be consistent with the specific intruder scenarios and waste form
(physical / chemical) assumptions used in the approved PA model analysis for

each disposal site. This could lead to extensive WAC gilidclines that could vary
from host State to host State, and waste class to waste class.. This has the
potential for additional burden on disposal States to communicate and educate

generators and thei r regulators on how tocomply with new WA- guidelines.

5 Wonku:n roum: Sited state stakeholders could challenge the use of the
altermative approach's position as a way to ciircianIvent tIhBl I 'ad requirements
foundin Part 61.581

6. Working Group: Removes NRC responsibility for)reviewving some BI P
alternative approach proposals and places the responsibility and cost for review
and approval on the sited states.

7. Workine, Group: What specific requirements Will the NRC place on sited states
that choose to use the BTP alternative approach that is.exempted from Part 61.58?
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J. Enforceabilityssue

1. Ba'n'velr:. We arC ncver able to absdlutely veriv the •,zaste classification or
homogeneity even lunder 1the currleClnt 1B11P. We Culren'tl-must rely on generators*
process knowledge' and analytical results (typically dose to Curie conversions

using scalinlg factorMfs).) WeC Cequire th• disposall i'fa icily to reiew the paperwork to
confirm that Ihem mthodoloLy *gand ýcalcu!atlons a resatisfaicwtory\. Addltionally,
sinlce aout 1997, the, disposal fatcilityis required to Itrmard (ot SC DHEC review
all Class C wast•e disposali requests wlither applying the guiidance in the BTP or
tot (although we only\ reuire a cover letcr the requc~tand the
classification docum.ntati(i.e., Radman analysis) aid not the entire
vol uminous paperwork package). If we have questions aflter our review, we may
ask to see the entire package or other supporting data.i .

2. Barnwel It would be hel pul itf'a disposal fahicilitys waste acceptance criteria
required the genCratlorto identifyv what sections of the guidance in the BTP. if any,
ar hbeing applied iil thelw aste classificaltion process for each waste package. It
cotild be in Ilin t1frnl of l •ch•cklist, [I his is an appruoach thla• t sited states could use
to hlcit) idntifythes, waste mpackagesand lassociatec generators thereby providing
opportunity for paperolokauditiig at the lIatt.

3. 1111n Vll:Wha assulrances \\willari the N'RC provide o assure that these various
waste typesr generated at nuclear power plants are in fact homogeneous and
processed im accordance With therewised BTP?.,

4. Barnwell: Would upper leveCl nnagirs at generiator f hii tics be willing. to
proViek certification statements ceitfying that approý ed wýaste classification
procedures were followed and BITIpT uidance wyas striclyadhered to'?

5. licve: For sited states. waste for disposal comes fi'om generators/processors that
they\ donot regulatc nor have impa1ct over vy.stc handl.... ind classification
decisions.: Othler statC regulatOrs aid ,th NRC ho do lhae enforcement
authity over n processors, have different rguiaoor% umphasis thanwthe
sited states and arcinepen•nden, Fn if it is assumedlthat the NRC-prescribed
consultatimon ocCirs amon0 regulators on eachdecision, there are inherent drivers
thatwll i sl iacl :t how disposld coni:eris i-o sited states regulators are

S Consider'erd nd po0tentialil -CtLd upon.

6. ('live: I'o irlargc drce the (CAr B FP has the same f1aw, as1the 1995 BTP
guidance; in that separaite regilatorx jurisdictions gvtn ditlerent activities
(generators vs. dispol) have dill eIent intrests and mnoitvatins and are
Sseparate and indepenident of oneanother. l ,As Such Jgeneri0tor States are more apt
to vorry uteliminaiol and transfer (Aflt xviste from their jurisdiction, and
paýy lgs 'attentioni todisposal site cinsiderations (cg, design/s /ste factors, PA
analysis:results, etc.), BecaUseC States xsill live withithe long-term fate
'ad colls equLIeniiesoCf I.RW disposal they are mor likei toybe n cocerned about
* advCerse el'Ccts thatwlaste Ireatme[it, classificationand ipackaging may have on
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their'local environment and public health from the perspective of both near term
and"deep tim&;` but arc without lega jurisdiction or reach to oversee or enibrce

waste ch1ar-ac'teizaAtio'n Iclassificatiori by the generator.

In addition,. thc (CA], BTRp(Figures 1 and 2)'classification guidance for each waste

containier, is jst that h -,guidance. There is no guarantee that it will be uniformly
applied in all generiator States. Utah will be dependent on each generator State
agency to Voluntarily implement the new gbiidance for each generator. NRC will
not be able to compel the generator Agreement States to invoke the guidance. It is
likely that there will be a high degree of variability on if, how and when, the new
guidance is implemented in generator States. While the CAE BTP calls for

generator States to cooperate with disposal State regulators (ibid, p, 4): there is no

guarantee it will happen.

7. Clive: It is true that the CAE B P suggests that in the case of conflict between
disposal sitewaste i tceptance criteria (WAC) / License requirements and the
generafin• state Waste treatment process /requirements, thAt the disposal State

requirenents 'shoul prevail pibid., pi24). Unfbirt'uhately, this posture i's
unenforceable, in thai the disposal State has no legaaljurisdiction over the Out-of-

State generator. and cannot directly enforce its WAC / License requirements

beyond its borders.

8. Clive: The current EnergySolutions (ES) License requires ES to apply the
existing 1983,and 1995 NRC guidance documents via ihe waste prohibitions in
License Condition 16.L, that stipulate that ES not accept a package of LLRW
unless it has been:

Clhissitied in accordance with R313-1li- 009, "Classification and
haracteristicsof Law-Level Radioactive Waste.,"In addition, the

Licensee shall require that all radioactive waste received Jtn
disp~sal meet the 'equireinents specied :in the Nuclear Regulawoi)
Commission. "Branch Technicail Position ý'on Concentration
Averaging and Encapsulation ", as atnended

ii. ,Marked as either Class A Stable'or ClassA Unstable as defined in
the mrost recent version of the "Lo ' -Level Waste Licensing Branch
Technical P'osition on Radioacti i, Waste Classification.

originally issued May. 1983 by the U.S. Nitclear Regulatory
Conmnission.

From the first paragraph, the intent of the License is to indirectly mandate that

generators properly patckagcafid classify the LLRW in accordance with the 1995
NRC' "IP requirements: H6eve er 'well-meanirig this requirement, it is currently
un•inspectable; in that the Utah DRC (UDRC) has no authority in the generator
States, nor are we easily able to indepenideritly verity if generators actually
classify their waste as reqtuired. Instead UDRC is dependent on the generators to
perform and the NRC or other Agreement States to confirm this. UDRC is
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without legal power or reach to independently verify if generators actually
comply with the NRC classification guidelines.

9. Clive: lhere appears to be a conflict on performance of drums and encapsulation
media, as mentioned above, the NRC requires Class B and C waste to be disposed
in robust and stable containers, in that 110 CFR 61.7(b)(2)1:

""hose higher activity wastes ihat should be stable f[r proper disposal are
classed (s Class 13 and C waste. To the extent that it is procticable, Class
B and C iwaste forms or containers should be designed to be stable, i.e.,
maintain gross physical properties and identity, over 300 Fears. For
certain radionuclides prone to migration, a maximutm disposal site
inventorTy based on the characteristics of the disposal site macy be
established to limit potential exposure."

NRC has made clear that container integrity and waste form is key to controlling
higher activity Class B and C waste, in that (1981 NRC DEIS. Vol. 1, p. 3 1)::

-'The wa.ste flbrm (coupled with site design and operating practices) is
prohabli' the most significant factor contributing to site instability -- a
lactor containing the paradox that muth if not most of the problems with
site instability and high maintenance costs is caused by the wastes
containing the least activity. Most of the waste sent to LLIW disposal
.facilities consists of veri, low activity material such as irash which is
frequently easily degradable. In the past, some of this waste has been
packaged in easily degradable packages such as cardboard boxes. Most
o/the waste, however, is currentlypackaged in longer lasting, but still
degradable. rigid containers such as wooden boxes and 55-vallon steel
drums. Large void spaces can also exist within waste packages and the
disposal cells after waste disposal. As the waste material degrades and
compresses, a process which is accelerated by contact by water,
additional voids are produced. This leads to settlement qf the disposal
cell contents, /bllowed by subsidence or slumping of the disposal cell
cover. This increases the percolation of water into disposal cells,
accelerating the cycle. 77is slumping and subsidence isfirequently quite
sudden.'" (emphasis added)

Accordingly, the 1995 BTP assumed that steel drums corrode leaving only the
encapsulation matrix to control the sealed source nuclides (1995 BTP, Appendix
C. p. 22). As discussed above, the NRC staff appear to take a "deep time" point
ot view in the CAE BTP, and assume both the drum and encapsulation matrix
degrade to become soil-like, leaving only the stainless steel cladded source behind
to be "discovered"' (CAE BTP, p. B-2). As discussed above, this view appears to
be in direct conflict with those of the ACRS. This disagreement must be resolved
before NRC moves forward to either a new rule or guidance on waste
concentration averaging.
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* 10. Working Group; Although the NRC guidance in the revised BTP is primarilydesigned fdr uenerators,:who a•rerequired to0ccrfilfythat.they meet'the Class A, B,

or C ,vaste'classifications in Pa't6l, it Should be noted that the sited states may be
burdened with increased costs to ensure compliance.

K. NRC/ACRS

1. Clive: Evolution of NRC Intruder Scenario Assumptions: Sealed Source
Disposal - the NRC intruder scenarios 6n'tlc,ýe ptability of sealed source
disposal, aind appropriate actii'tl limits for sources at dispjosal have varied
significantly over the past 30 years.

lRecently.ihic Advisory Comrmittee oln Reactof Safeguards (ACRS) recognized this
and suggested N RC staff reconsider their approach by using '... the same
scenarios used to develop 10 CFlR Part 61 without creating additional unrealistic
scenarios to determine allo/iable concenntrationfs or citrnunts of LLR¥ to be
disposed.t (12/13/1 ACRSletter,. p:2).'Thfis would indicate that the ACRS is
encouraging the.NRC to also reverse its 1995 BTP intruder scenario assumptions,
which applied the 0.02 mR/hr contact dose limit to the steel drum (upon discovery
I intriision). If this is indeed their intent, then it would appear that NRC staff
would need to revert to the intruder scenario' described in the 1982 FEIS.

The ACRS also stated that the CAE BTP sealed source intruder scenario was
overly conservative, did not recognize the depth of burial, and that the "carry-
away" scenario had already been ruled unlikely in the Final IHlS. Further, they
concluded that the most appropriate scenario fbr sealed source disposal was the
"discovery-scenario" in the 1982 Final EIS (12/13/1I ACRS letter, p. 3-4); which
is actually an abbreyiated veriion of the dwelling construction scenario in the
1982 FEIS (Vol. 1, p. 4-14). The "discdvery scenario'¼assumes the drnm and
encapsulation media remain intact; thus denwing the possibility of a habitation!
agricultural scenario that may be more applicable under "deep time"
considerationr,.

The ACRS also went on to say: ...the use of overly conservative scenarios 'for
inadvertent ihtrusion into presumably abandoned, uninarked, and unsecured
LLR? disp)osal fiacilities can change the f/cus ofthe ,ftciliy design from the
proteefion of the health and safety Oqft, pubiic during ihe period of operation qf
the ftcilitiy ((and a reasonable period thereafter), to the protection Qf hypothetical
intruders many thousands of years in the fiaure:" Unfortunately, the ACRS
provided no definition of what it considered, a reasonable period" after disposal.

At the root of the discussion, it appears the ACRS prefers NRC use a short period
of performance,,in that they envision the drum and encapsulation matrix is intact,
allowing the intruder to easily'recognize the waste form is artificial, and prevent
exposure. In contrast, NRC staff appears to view the problem in terms of "deep
time", and acknowledge the shortcomings in the. 1981 DEIS, 1982 FIS in that
the 10 CFIclassification system is flawed, as follows:
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Short Lived Waste Assumption - that LLRW will experience significant
decay in 100 (Class A), 300 (Class B), and 500 years (Class C) after
disposal. Uirtl.ortunately, the current NRC rule fails to acknowledge long-
lived isotopes, known to exist in LLRW and power plant wastes, e.g., Tc-
99 (half-live = 211,000 years), that will not significantly decay in 500
years or less.

" Opposite Behavior of Depleted Uranium - where long term ingrowth of
decay products increase the risk to the public. This was the mission the
NRC staff were charged with by the Commission, as a means to reconcile
the Louisiana Energy Services lawsuit.

So a disparity exists between the NRC staff and the ACRS, that is critical to
reconcile before any final NRC rule is revised, adopted, and final guidance issued.
From the ACRS letter, it appears the advisory group prefers a shorter 1,000 year
period of perlonnance (POP), as is the case with current DOE policy for waste
disposal. In contrast, longer time periods are being considered by NRC staff in
response to SECY-08-0147.

L. Contaminated Material

I -Han ford: The manifest waste descriptor "Contaminated materials" is a very broad
term (e.g., similar to DAW) and should be avoided. In fact, under the new
blending concepts, isn't all material in the disposal package supposed to be
"(radioactively) contaminated"? As such, this waste descriptor would be added to
every package listed on the manifest. Waste descriptors on disposal manifests
should relate to the BTP & WAC categories. I iecommcnd more specificity in
waste descriptors lor the benefit of site operators and state regulators.

M. Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)

Clive: Not all disposal sites have detailed WAC to constrain waste physical and
chemical form. leachability, etc., before land disposal.

2. Clive: The proposed guidance relies on disposal site WAC's (founded on site-
specific PA analysis) to guide generators in the waste classification process. This
added complexity for generators (and their regulators) could lead to increased
errors in waste preparation, packaging, and classification for disposal.

3. Clive: When disposal states lack legal reach on generators, such errors can
increase potential jeopardy tbr disposal state public health and environment.

4. Clive: Disposal states should have the ability to promulgate rules that are more
stringent than NRC to protect their public health and environment.

5. Clive: In deciding compatibility categories for new rules, NRC must provide
flexibility in order to allow disposal states to afford this protection to its citizens.
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N. Agreement State Compatibility Categories

I. Clive: Disposal states should have the ability to promulgate rules that are more
sringentthan NRCt6 prolcet their public health and environment.

2. Clive: In deciding compatibility categories for new rules, NRC must provide
flexibility in order to allow disposal states to afford this protection to its citizens.

0. Action Items

1. Clive: Guidance alone is not sufficient to ensure that long-term public health and
the environment will be protected in the disposal States; especially under "deep
time" conditions: Therefore. after NRC promulgates new federal rules regarding
LLRW blending and DU disposal , etc.,the agency will need to define
compatibility categories for purposes of iMPEP. [his'is critical for at least two
reasons:

oGenerator State Implementation - the compatibility caiegory assigned to
the new rule(s) must, be substantial so, as to manidate the generator State
imnplemit 'ct'eq'uivaklteii rules on how LLRWNis to be classified before
shipment fordisposal. This is important for t'aits-boundary reasons,
However, if the NRC assigns an insignificant compatibility category (e.g.,
Caitegory D)the purpose of the new rule would be defeated from the
disposal States' viewpoint. As a result, in assigning a compatibility
ca.t.ego.ry NRC nu eek out and resolve disposal State input.
D)isposal S1 ie Flexibility -'4ni assigning a compatibility category for the
new rule(s), the NRC must allow disposal States flexibility to establish
LL.RW disposal rules that are not only equal, but also more protective of
public health and the .environment than minimum requirements set by the
NRC. , ailure to allow this flexibilit, wCould relegate disposal States to a
lower degree of standing than generator States, and further exacerbate the
imbalance between disposal State long-term protection of public health
and the environment in lieu of short term needs of generator States who
enjoy the benelits oftmodem technology: but have chosen not to host a
ILLRW disposal site.

2. Clive: In light of the January 19, 2012 NRC Staff.Requirements Memorandum,
where the Commission directed the'NRC staff to re-evaluate its approach to the
proposed limited rulemaking at 10 CFR 61 (and guidance), it is clear that the
comnpatibi iy ýdeterrninati o0sswill need to be revisited (see 9/30/11 NRC letter,
Enclosure 1. p. 54). UOtah and other sited staies will need to reserve an
opportunityto re-assess the proposed coinpatibility categories, until after the
revised NRC staff position / rules are provided.

3. Barnw6ll: Upon finalization of-the revisionr to th BRPF, will the NRC cOnsider
conducting public meetings in sited states to assist states inaddressing concerns
of tihe sakeholders a4jacent to the disposal sites?
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4. Working Group: The NRC should sponsor BTP regulatory oversight training
classes for sited state personnel and for states with waste processors.

5. Working Group: The NRC should consider adding a new non-common indicator
to the Integrated Materials Perfomaance Evaluation Program (IMPElP) for the
revised ITP.

6. Working Group:, The NRC should include sited state personnel as IMPEIP team
members for audits of states with waste processors.

7. Working Group: The BITP should discuss and support'independcnt or joint point-
of-origin inspections of waste processors by the sited states.

8. Working Group: There should be a more focused public outreach in each of the
sited states, in order to discuss the practical implications of the changes and
possible waste disposal alternatives to he considered,

9. Working Group: The NRC should hold public meetings in each of the sited states
and should use the sited state interested party notification lists to alert the public.
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